Rob Wyly Trading
Rob Wyly Trading (RWT) was established in 1990 and since inception has led the way in developing the reflective and
high-visibility market. We are situated in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban.
RWT are manufacturers and suppliers of high visibility clothing and tape, catering for the needs of those who work in
potentially dangerous or hazardous environments. To this end we supply and manufacture garments that ensure comfort,
quality, durability and personal safety.
Since safety is paramount, RWT provides personal protective equipment (PPE) required for your workers’ needs. Years
of experience in this market has led us to develop a range of rainwear, safety jackets and other reflective products for
a variety of applications.
RWT has always believed in using the very best quality and specialised materials available, including our own signature
range of WATT products – a result of years of experience in the industry. If our extensive range of clothing does not
fulfil your exact needs, we can custom-make garments to your own specifications. We manufacture and supply clothing
to your particular needs, using EN471 as well as SANS50471 standard approved retro-reflective tapes and Fabrics. Our
products can incorporate specialised properties for specific industries. These include anti-static, flame retardant, hard
wearing materials.
Our Manufacturing Partners
SHAP
Empowerment through employment of the disabled and historically disadvantaged communities has been the focus of
Rob Wyly Trading since it was established in 1990. For this reason, a joint venture between RWT and SHAP was
formalised in 1993. This association has secured training and full time employment for many disabled people at SHAP
in Soweto, since its inception.

7th Wave investments
7th Wave was established to save a failed cut, make and trim (CMT) factory. It now offers employment to previously
disadvantaged workers who would have otherwise been retrenched. The initiative includes an ongoing training
programme, improving the skills of the workers. As a result of this programme, 7th Wave Investments now continuously
develop new products and improve existing ones.
Social Responsibility
We are committed to forming sustainable projects benefiting previously disadvantaged individuals and communities.
RWT’s commitment to SHAP over the past 22 years, and providing work to 160 historically disadvantaged individuals
is testimony to our commitment.

